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On uniqueness and the Lifting Theorem 
ARTHUR E. FRAZHO 
It is the purpose o f this note to present a simple proof o f Theorem 1.1 in [1]. 
This theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condit ion for the existence o f a unique 
intertwining dilation in the Lift ing Theorem. 
W e fo l low the notat ion in [4]. If C is a contraction, then Dc is the positive 
square root o f I~C*C. The closure o f the range o f Dc is D c . 
A factorization C1C2 is regular [4] if 
^c®DCl = {DcC2h@Dcth: 
Throughout T on §>, T' on §>' and A: are contractions such that 
T'A=AT. T h e minimal isometric dilations o f T on ft and T' on ft' are denoted by 
U and U', respectively. It is always assumed that U is in its matrix form with respect 
to the decomposi t ion ft=§©Sx©DT©I)T©..., i.e., 
T 0 0 
DT 0 0 
0 / 0 
0 0 / 
0 0 0 
(1) u = 
and analogously for U'. A n operator B mapping ft into ft' is a contractive inter-
twining dilation ( C I D ) of A if B is a contraction, and 
(2) U'B = BU and APg) = Ps>,B. 6' 
(The orthogonal projection onto § is denoted by P6.) T h e famous Lifting Theorem 
of SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ [3], [4] states that there exists a C I D for A. The fo l lowing 
shows when there is only one C I D for A. 
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T h e o r e m 1 ([1]). The contraction A has a unique CID if and only if AT or 
T'A is a regular factorization. 
P r o o f . Let B be a C I D for A. Matrix multiplication with (1) shows that B 
must be in the form: 
(3) B = 
/ 1 0 0 0 0 
Z1 YX 0 0 0 . 
Z2 Y2 YT 0 0 
Z 3 Y3 Y2 YL 0 
I4 N Y2 YL 
where Z f : and Y-: $ T > are contractions for all / « S i . N o t e the 
first row in B fo l lows from the second equation in (2). Since .\\Bh\\2^\\h\\2 for all 
h ih Equation (3) implies | |Z iA | |S | |Z) x / i | | . Thus, Zi=XiDA for / s i where 
Xi is a contraction f rom X>A into D r , . Finally, using U'Bh=BUh for ft in § wi th 
(3) gives: 
(4) YJ [ D ^ h ] ~VT,Ah, [XN+1, YN + 1] X„Da h (n s 1). 
Assume AT is a regular factorization. This implies that the X?s and Y,'s in 
(3) are uniquely' determined by (4). Hence , B is unique. N o w assume T'A is a regular 
factorization. By Proposit ion VII .3 .2 in [4] (or Lemma 3.1 in [2]) the factorization 
A*T'* is regular. Therefore, A* admits a unique C I D . Lemma 2.1 in [ l ] shows;that 
A has a unique C I D if and only if A* has a unique CID. Hence, A has a unique C I D . 
The other half o f the proof fo l lows from the one-step dilations for A in [2]. 
F o r completeness it is given. Assume T'A and AT are not regular factorizations. 
By [2], there exist t w o different contractions 
(5) 
r A- 0 I r A 0 l 
,1  = U Y J  and A l  = I z ; Yi\ 
where and A\TX, Here 
r T 0 1 r f Oi 
(6>  T> = IDTO\ a n d r i ' = L o J -
Apply ing the Lifting Theorem to (5) and (6) shows that A does not have a unique 
C I D . T h e proof is n o w complete. 
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